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PODIUM FIXPOINT FOOT PACK 460

PARTS INCLUDED  

North American English   

 part  description  part number qty. 

A 7521968001 4

B

 460 Podium foot 

 460 Podium foot cover 8522382001 4

C 8533593 4

D

 endcap 

 hex bolt M6 x 16 919061631 8

E  hex key M5 8530930 1

F  lock plug 8536395 4

WARNINGS / LIMITATIONS:

-  The load you are carrying plus 
the weight of the roof rack must 
not exceed the maximum roof 
weight specified by the vehicle’s 
manufacturer.

-  Long loads such as, but not 
limited to, paddleboards, kayaks, 
surfboards, canoes, lumber, 
mattresses, and construction 
materials must be securely tied 
down at minimum to the roof rack 
and to the front of the vehicle.

Overloading the vehicle roof 
and/or failing to secure the 

load properly may result in loss 
of the load or the rack system, 
damage to the vehicle, and/
or damage to other persons or 
property.
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http://www.carid.com/thule/
http://www.carid.com/roof-racks.html
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1  INSTALLATION: 
A. Slide bar into foot. 
B. Install end cap.

-  Complete your Load Carrier with the recommended Fit Kit and Load Bar for your vehicle.

PARTS NOT INCLUDED 

THULE ONE KEY SYSTEM FIT KIT LOAD BARS 

A B
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FOOT OPERATION:  
A.  Check Fit Kit for specific installation instructions for your vehicle. 

Your unique Fit Kit will install to the 460 foot with two M6 x 16mm 
hex bolts (included with foot pack). Attach Fit Kit to vehicle and 
center load bar on the vehicle. Tighten the Fit Kit to the foot. This 
will secure the bar to the foot.

B.  NOTE:  The best way to make sure your bars are centered is to 
measure how much bar sticks out from the outside of the 
foot (X) and then to adjust the bar until those measurements 
are equal.

foot

load bar
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INSTALLING LOCK COVER PLUG: 
A.  Insert lock cover plug into foot cover and move to the “locked” position. 

This will keep the foot cover secured to the foot.
NOTE:  Lock cover bump must face downward to ensure proper 

connection.
B.  Using your thumb to cover the Thule logo and apply pressure to the 

cover. This will keep the cover from “popping” while turning the lock 
plug.

C.  Use a coin, or flathead screw driver to turn the lock plug clockwise; 
locking the cover in place.
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INSTALLING LOCKS IF PURCHASED: 
A.  Insert square key into cylinder.
B.  Insert cylinder into foot.
C.  Once you have installed the lock core, insert the “N” series key. Press 

thumb against Thule logo and hold. This will prevent the cover from 
“popping” when turning the key clockwise to the locked position.

-  With your thumb, cover the Thule logo and apply pressure to the cover. 
This will prevent the cover from “popping”.

-  With pressure applied turn the key clockwise to lock the cover to the 
foot, which will prevent access to the mounting hardware.


